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The number of cores and the capacities of main memory in modern systems have been growing significantly.
Specifically, memory scaling, although at a slower pace than computation scaling, provided opportunities
for very large DRAMs with Terabytes (TBs) capacity. Consequently, addressing the performance and energy
consumption bottlenecks of DRAMs is more important than ever.

DRAM memory refresh operation is one of the main contributing factors to the memory overheads, espe-
cially for large capacity DRAMs used in modern servers and emerging large-scale data centers. This paper
addresses the memory refresh problem by leveraging the fact that most cloud servers host virtualized systems
that use similar kernels, libraries, etc. We propose and experimentally evaluate a novel approach that exploits
this observation to address the DRAM refresh overhead in such systems.

More specifically, in this work, we present DSM, a light-weight hardware extension in memory controller
to detect the pages with same content in memory and refresh only one of them and redirect the requests to the
others to this page. Our detailed experimental analysis shows that the proposed DSM design can reduce 99th
percentile memory access latency by up to 2.01x, and it also reduces the overall memory energy consumption
by up to 8.5%.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Thanks to Moore’s law, compute cores have evolved from high Instruction Level Parallelism (ILP)-
based uni-core systems toThread Level Parallelism (TLP)-basedmulti-core andmany-core systems.
Additionally, modern cloud environments started employing several heterogeneous computing
resources, including CPUs, GPUs, and FPGAs [2, 16, 33, 35, 59, 64]. To cope with the memory
demands imposed by these computing elements, data center environments started deploying high
capacity memory resources or dis-aggregated memories [50, 51] that run into several Terabytes
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Fig. 1. The 99th percentile memory access latency improvement when memory refresh is disabled in the
system for 4GB, 8GB, and 16GB DRAMs.

(TBs) of capacity [4, 5, 18, 20, 23, 34, 63]. To address this demand, memory capacity has increased
from several hundred Megabytes (MBs) to Gigabytes (GBs) to several Terabytes (TBs) of DRAM
memory. Although computation and memory capacity have scaled over the years, the number of
pins connecting DRAM memory to computation cores have not scaled at the same pace, causing
DRAM memory bandwidth per core to reduce over time [6–9]. This leads to a reduced number of
memory channels per core, allowing memory scaling to confine to a channel. The ramifications
of such scaling in DRAM capacity per channel has resulted in an increased number of rows per
DRAM bank.

This type of memory scaling has presented unique problems for DRAM-based memories where
the data is volatile and requires a periodic refresh. Unfortunately, DRAM refresh poses significant
challenges with the scaled memories, especially since the retention time has not changed and
remained constant. Consequently, a greater number of DRAM rows are to be refreshed within the
same retention time, causing DRAM refresh to present energy and performance bottlenecks.

First, DRAM refresh contributes to a noticeable portion of power consumption in data centers.
Due to the massive scale at which these data centers operate, power consumption plays a signifi-
cant role in the Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) of these environments. DRAM power is slated to
consume approximately 18% of the total power in a data center environment [11, 22, 27, 49, 81].
Further, of the total DRAM power, DRAM refresh accounted for 10-50% in 2Gb-64Gb DRAM de-
vices [38, 55, 68]. Consequently, DRAM power optimizations play a crucial role in reducing the
overall cost of ownership in data center environments.

Second, DRAM refresh imposes performance hiccups in memory access latency, which is ex-
pected to be even more problematic in larger DRAMs. One of the important performance metrics
in cloud environments is tail latency of the system that plays a major role in theQuality-of-Service
(QoS) of these systems [19]. Prior work [19, 21, 47, 60, 67, 83] show that different components in
the system contribute to the tail latency, from hardware to application-level sources [47]. Mem-
ory access latency could adversely impact the tail latency for memory-intensive applications, as
reported by Li et al. [47]. One of the significant memory events that contributes to memory ac-
cess tail latency is the memory refresh operation, which is expected to be even more problematic
in larger DRAMs. Figure 1 shows the improvement of the 99th percentile memory access latency
of the system when memory refresh is disabled for different DRAM capacities. Therefore, DRAM
refresh contributes significantly in the performance as well as consumed energy owing to the
increased memory capacity in the data center environments.
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In this paper, we present, DRAM Same-Row Merging (DSM), a hardware extension that allevi-
ates the overhead of DRAM refreshes. Our design leverages content similarity in DRAM rows to
minimize DRAM refresh overheads. More specifically, DSM architecture skips refreshing rows that
contain same data values, thereby saving DRAM refresh energy as well as reducing the adverse
impact of DRAM refresh latency on the critical path of the on-demand requests stalled by refresh
operations. This opportunity has been leveraged in software space by Kernel Same page Merging
(KSM) [53, 79] for virtualized systems. KSM uses this information to de-duplicate pages containing
the same content to savememory capacity. However, KSM leads to high performance penalties and
significant tail latency overheads [74] as it breaks huge pages, and needs TLB shoot-downs [46, 65],
which DSM completely eliminates.

Overall, in this work, we make the following contributions:
• We present a detailed analysis of the replication of memory contents for virtualized systems
and discuss how to exploit this information for reducing the memory refresh overhead in
the system.

• Based on the characterization results, we propose a low-overhead hardware extension (DSM)
to skip refreshing duplicated rows in memory.

• We evaluate DSM on tail-latency sensitive and SPEC2006 applications and observe up to
2.01x improvement in 99th percentile memory access latency by skipping up to 47.1% of
the memory refresh commands. Also, DSM improves IPC by up to 4.1% and reduces overall
memory energy consumption by up to 8.5%. We also estimate up to 8.2% improvement of
99th percentile application latency.

2 BACKGROUND
In this section, we present a brief primer on the basic organization of DRAM, cover some details on
how DRAM cells are refreshed, go over the in-memory computing techniques, and finally touch
upon de-duplication in software space.

2.1 Basic DRAM Organization
DRAMs are organized hierarchically and are controlled by on-chip integrated memory controllers,
as illustrated in Figure 2. Eachmemory controllermanages Dual In-lineMemoryModules (DIMMs)
connected to it over a DRAM channel. Each DIMM is further divided into ranks, which are in turn
composed of banks. For example, if there are two ranks per DIMM and eight banks per rank, we
have a total of 16 banks per DIMM. Each DRAM bank consists of DRAM rows which are a series
of DRAM cells connected horizontally by word-lines and vertically by bit-lines. DRAM cells are
density-optimized and are comprised of 1T-1C cells.The access transistor (1T) and charge capacitor
(1C) cells are arranged as a 2D mesh, connected by the horizontal word-lines and vertical bit-lines.
Further, the bit-lines connect the DRAM cells to sense amplifiers.

Upon encountering memory access, memory controller issues a DRAM row activate tRAS com-
mand that connects all the DRAM cells connected to a DRAM row word-lines to the bit-lines. This
causes the charge in DRAM rows to flow into the bit-lines, causing a deviation in the charge on the
bit-lines. This deviation in charge in the bit-lines is sensed and amplified by the sense amplifiers,
enabling the amplified charge to reside in the DRAM row-buffer. Once the tRAS duration elapses,
memory controller issues a tCAS command, which reads the data corresponding to the cache line
to on-chip over the memory channel. If the data needs to be read from a different row in the same
bank and the row-buffer contains an open row, memory controller issues a precharge (tPRE) com-
mand, which closes the currently open row in the row-buffer, before issuing an activate command
corresponding to the next read or write.
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Fig. 2. DRAM organization.

2.2 DRAM Refresh
DRAM cells are volatile and lose charge over time. To maintain data integrity, DRAM cells need
to be refreshed periodically. The data retention time of a DRAM is referred to as DRAM refresh
window (tREFW). This DRAM retention time (tREFW) is typically in the order of several milliseconds,
depending on the process variation of the DRAM cells and the operating temperature. For a DRAM
operating in temperatures less than 85 deg. C, the tREFW is typically 64 msec, while it becomes
32 msec for a system operating at temperatures greater than 85 deg. C. Thus, depending on the
operating temperature and the cell process variation, rows in a DRAM need to be refreshed with
a certain frequency. A DRAM refresh command to a row essentially activates the row into the
row-buffer and precharges it.

DRAMmemory controllers split the tREFW retention time into small refresh intervals (tREFI) and
issue a refresh command once every tREFI. Typically, tREFI is in the order of several microseconds.
Depending on the operating temperature, the tREFI is either 7.8 usec or 3.9 usec. Further, depending
on the type of the DRAM (e.g., regular DDR-x [used in desktops/servers] versus LP-DRAM [used
in mobile environments]), there are two types of refresh granularities: (i) all-bank refresh and (ii)
per-bank refresh. In all-bank refresh, all the banks in a rank are refreshed with a single refresh
command. Thus, none of the banks in a rank is available for servicing the on-demand requests
during a refresh operation. In comparison, in the per-bank refresh, a refresh command refreshes
only the DRAM rows in a single bank, thereby enabling the other banks in the same rank to be
available to serve on-demand accesses.

We want to emphasize that DRAM refresh operations involve activating and pre-charging all
the DRAM rows in a refresh window of few milliseconds to maintain data integrity and, as a
result, they adversely affect the performance of the system. The refresh operation (in an all bank
refresh) locks the whole rank and consequently degrades the memory system throughput [55].
Moreover, the memory access latency also increases as the accesses to the ranks that are being
refreshed encounter delays [15, 31, 55, 61, 62]. Further, DRAM refresh operations also degrade the
energy efficiency in the system [15, 55]. Finally, the negative impact of DRAM refresh operations
is expected to be even more problematic with increasing density [15, 41, 43, 54, 55, 62].

2.3 RowClone
A large body of work has been explored in the in-memory and near-memory designs to address
theMemoryWall problem [1, 25, 26, 28, 37, 42, 45, 48, 57, 66, 72, 76]. One of the main advantages of
in-memory computation is the reduction of required bandwidth and energy to move data between
processor and memory. Bulk data copy is one of the common bandwidth-intensive operations that
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has been studied by Seshadri et. al [72, 73]. RowClone is a technique developed for copying a bulk
of data from one location in physical memory to another, without the need of bringing the data on-
chip [72]. Our proposal leverages RowClone hardware modification to copy data in case of write
accesses to rows that are merged as explained later in Section 4.

2.4 Kernel Same-Page Merging
Virtualization is widely employed today in both desktop and data center applications. Virtual ma-
chines (VMs) are especially appealing for server consolidation to fully utilize the underlying phys-
ical machine resources in a safe manner [30]. In such an environment, kernel same-page merging
(KSM) [3] reduces the memory footprint by de-duplicating pages that have the same content.

When KSM detects two pages with the same content, if neither of the two pages was merged
before, it modifies one of them to “kpage” (KSM page), makes it read-only and frees the other
page [53]. If one of the pages is already a kpage, it just frees the other page. In the next step, KSM
changes the page table entry (PTE) of the other page to point to the kpage. Consequently, both
page table entries point to the same page in the system from now on. Upon a write request to a
kpage, an exception occurs, and OS copies the content of the page to a free page in memory and
updates the page table accordingly – a procedure similar to copy-on-write in Linux.

KSM could lead to high performance degradation and high tail latency in the system [74]. First,
KSM consumes CPU cycles to execute de-duplication and pollutes caches to calculate the check-
sum of pages and perform comparison among them. Skarlatos et al. [74] proposed a hardware
extension called PageForge, which addresses this problem by calculating checksum and compar-
ing pages in memory controller. However, both KSM and PageForge cause TLB shoot-downs upon
every de-duplication and un-merging of a de-duplicated page. In addition, KSM and PageForge ag-
gressive de-duplication approach typically results in breaking huge pages [46], which in turn leads
to increased cost for address translation, a critical overhead for virtualized systems. Therefore, in
common case, KSM is configured to only perform de-duplication when the amount of free memory
reaches below some threshold, 20% by default.

3 MOTIVATION
Server architectures consist of a high number of cores and large capacity DRAMs [70] or dis-
aggregated memories [50, 51]. However, the energy and performance overheads of existing DRAM
devices increase with larger capacity and DRAM refresh contributes significantly to this overhead.

Memory refreshes contribute to a considerable portion of the energy consumption in the system,
which becomes an even more significant concern as systems employ higher capacity DRAMs [5,
38, 41, 54, 55, 68]. Figure 3 summarizes this trend for a range of DRAM capacities. As shown in this
figure, the percentage of energy spent refreshing memory increases with larger DRAM capacities,
emphasizing the fact that reducing the memory refresh overhead leads to higher energy savings
as systems move toward larger DRAM capacities.

Moreover, DRAM refresh impacts performance negatively as the DRAM density increases [5, 38,
43, 55, 68]. In this context,Qureshi et. al [68] show that the potential speedup that could be achieved
by removing memory refreshes is about 4% in an 8Gb device and increases to 54% in a 64Gb device.
Figure 1 plots the 99th percentile memory access latency improvement for the Tailbench suite [40]
when disabling DRAM refresh (Ideal DRAM) for three different DRAM chip densities. It can be
observed from these results that memory access tail latency improvement brought by removing
memory refresh overhead increases significantly as the chip densities become larger.

In this work, we address both energy and performance overheads brought by DRAM refreshes
in server architectures by reducing the unnecessary memory refresh operations, leveraging the
fact that cloud server architectures mostly host virtualized machines. VMs typically use the same
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Fig. 3. DRAM refresh contribution to total DRAM energy consumption for 4GB, 8GB, 16GB, 32GB, and 64GB
capacities.

set of kernels, libraries, and even applications and, as a result, there can be many rows in memory
that have the same content.

Our design detects the rows with the same content and it refreshes only one row, instead of
refreshing all of them. This opportunity is exploited by KSM [3] in virtualized systems domain to
reduce memory footprint. However, KSM causes high performance penalties as it leads to splinter-
ing large 2MB pages into base 4KB pages (to allow de-duplication) and consequently TLB shoot-
downs [46, 65].The use of KSM in such virtualized systems executing latency-sensitive applications
could increase the 95th percentile latency by up to 5X [74], which is the key performance metric
for such applications [19, 40, 78]. Our approach, on the other hand, uses same content values in
virtualized systems for an entirely different purpose.

Figure 4 plots the pages that have the same content in the Tailbench suite [40] and different
mixes of Tailbench and SPEC2006 [32] applications by KSM from the time the system boots-up
until the program ends. For this figure, we evaluated four VMs (each 2GB memory) on Intel Core
i7-8700K with 8GBmain memory and let KSM to de-duplicate as many pages as it can in 5 minutes.
After this bootup time, we execute different mixes of benchmarks on 4 VMs, as described with
more details in Section 6. One can see from these results that the number of de-duplicated pages
can be from kernels and libraries before the benchmark execution and also, after the benchmark
execution in some benchmarks. For example, in Img-DNN, 260K and 150K pages are de-duplicated
by KSM before and during the benchmark execution, respectively.

Based on these observations, we leverage the pages with same content in memory to reduce
the total number of DRAM refreshes for both reducing energy consumption and improving per-
formance.

4 DSM DESIGN
We propose DSM, a hardware extension that leverages same content rows in memory to address
the high performance and energy overhead of DRAM refresh in server environments. Our goal is to
detect the rowswith same content in DRAMand only refresh one row (referred to as representative
row) from each group (of same content rows). Since servers typically host virtualized systems,
there is a significant number of rows that have same values in such systems. Thus, we exploit this
opportunity and group the rows with the same content as one, removing the need for refreshing
all these memory rows.

To collect the required information for such a design goal, we use an important data structure,
Mapping Table, to guarantee that data are retrievable even if the corresponding row has not been
refreshed. We use the term merged rows to refer to the rows whose refreshes are skipped while
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Fig. 4. The number of pages with the same content from the system bootup until the end of applications.

their accesses are redirected to their corresponding representative row by memory controller. In
our design, the information stored in the Mapping Table assists memory controller in identify-
ing whether the row is merged or not upon memory access. Memory controller then issues the
appropriate commands to keep memory in a consistent state.

4.1 Representative Rows
The naïve solution to group rows with same value as one is to maintain row→ row mapping for all
rows in memory in Mapping Table. Therefore, each entry in Mapping Table shows whether the
corresponding row in DRAM is mapped to another row and if so, which row is its representative.
Consequently, entries in Mapping Table should be large enough so it could point to any other row
in DRAM since any row in DRAM can be a representative row. Memory controller then can use
Mapping Table to redirect merged rows’ memory accesses to their representatives. Additionally,
memory controller uses this information to only refresh representative rows, instead of all the
rows that are merged.

However, implementing this naïve approach is not practical since it leads to high hardware
overhead for Mapping Table. Moreover, this scheme increases the performance penalty in case of
a write to a representative row. Upon this event, memory controller should copy the content of
the representative row to all rows that are mapped to it. Also, the mapping of all those merged
rows has to be updated by memory controller. As a result, the naïve solution must keep track of
the rows that are mapped to each representative row.

Instead, we reserve a set of rows, called R-Rows, which are not accessible by OS and are meant to
keep the content of the representative rows. Therefore, each row can only be mapped to one of the
R-Rows and we maintain row → R-Row in Mapping Table. Consequently, each entry in Mapping
Table is the index of the R-Row that the corresponding row has been mapped to. The rows will be
mapped to a reserved index, if they are not merged. Additionally, our proposal will not incur the
high overhead of write accesses to representative rows in comparison to the naïve solution. DSM
only allows R-Rows to be representative, a design choice that guarantees there will not be any
write access to representative rows since they are not accessible by OS. Moreover, merged rows
are mapped to the R-Rows in the same channel which averts cross-channel mappings in DSM
architecture.
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Figure 5(a) illustrates possible location of R-Rows in each bank. Please note that it is not required
to keep R-Rows in any specific rows in memory – they could be in any row, as long as they are not
accessible by OS.

4.1.1 R-Row Counter. A 1-byte counter is associated with every R-Row that captures the number
of rows that have been mapped to this R-Row and, as a result, are not refreshed. Upon a write to a
row that has been merged with an R-Row, the corresponding R-Row counter will be decremented.
When the counter of an R-Row reaches zero, this R-Row is freed by memory controller and can be
allocated to another row value. This counter is also used by Replacement Procedure, which will be
discussed in Section 4.4.5.

4.1.2 R-Row Checksum. Values that are captured by R-Rows are perfect candidates for comparing
against the rows that have not been merged and fetched by DSM for potential merging. Therefore,
we keep a 1-byte checksum for every R-Rows and use it to determine the potential candidate rows
that can be merged. As the R-Row content is not expected to be modified frequently, maintaining
the checksum is quite useful since it reduces the need to calculate the checksum in every merging
period for R-Rows.

R-Row Counter and Checksum arrays are located in the same data-structure and are kept off-
chip to reduce the overhead of DSM, as shown in Figure 5(b). Each entry of this data-structure
contains two 1-byte values: (i) Cnt: the number of rows that are mapped to this R-Row, and (ii) CV:
Checksum Value of this R-Row. These arrays are cached for faster access by memory controllers.

4.2 Mapping Table
Mapping Table stores the index of the R-Row that each row has been mapped to, as depicted in
Figure 5(c). If the row is not merged we use an reserved index indicating this case. Additionally,
we reserve another index to indicate if the row contains zero value, Zero Row, without allocating
an R-Row to this value. This data structure is necessary for the correctness of the approach, as we
only refresh a subset of rows in the refresh intervals – allocated R-Rows and rows that are not
merged. Using the information provided by the Mapping Table, memory controller is able to issue
correct commands based on the state of the rows and guarantee that no data will be lost.

4.3 Caching DSMMetadata
Mapping Table has an entry for each row inmemory and, as a result, it is not practical to keep it on-
chip. In addition, keeping R-Row Counter and R-Row Checksum arrays on-chip is also expected
to result in too much overhead. Observing this, DSM distributes different parts of the Mapping
Table, R-Row Counter and R-Row Checksum array over different banks in memory, as illustrated
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in Figure 5(a). On the other hand, the information captured by Mapping Table is crucial for serving
data accesses. Accesses to rows that have been merged (and consequently not being refreshed)
should be redirected to the corresponding R-Row; otherwise, the requests would be served by
incorrect data (from the refreshed-skipped rows). Also, accessing off-chip Mapping Table results
in a significant latency addition to on-demand memory requests. Since some rows are accessed
more frequently than others (hot pages), we maintain an on-chip cache that holds the Mapping
Table information in memory controller for faster redirection. Additionally, we preserve another
on-chip cache for R-Row Counter and R-Row Checksum array entries, as shown in Figure 6.
Upon encountering amiss inMapping Table Cache (MTC), additional memory access is required

to bring the mapping information on-chip. As a result, the MTC’s hit rate is an important perfor-
mance indicator of DSM to avoid extra off-chip memory accesses. Thus, our proposed design also
updates the page walk procedure in such a way that, after a TLB miss is resolved, DSM brings the
corresponding Mapping Table entry for the page that caused the TLB miss on-chip. Such a proac-
tive prefetching of the remapping table entry into the MTC upon a page walk results in reduced
latency of fetching the Mapping Table entry to MTC. This approach is expected to improve the
performance of the MTC significantly, as every page that is going to be accessed for the first time
by a processor should access its page table entry first. DSM leverages this opportunity to bring the
corresponding Mapping Table entry to MTC before the actual memory access.

4.4 Putting It All Together
In this subsection, we describe in detail how the different components of DSM interact with each
other. Also, we discuss howmemory controller handles accesses to memory and refresh operations
in the presence of our hardware extension. Figure 6 illustrates the high-level overview of DSM as
well as the interactions between different components.

4.4.1 DRAM Read Operation in DSM. DRAM read requests reside in a DRAM read queue. As the
request is queued in the DRAM queue, MTC is accessed 1⃝ to retrieve the true row address cor-
responding to the read request 2⃝. Memory controller changes the address of the read request 3⃝
to the corresponding R-Row in case the row has been merged. If the mapping indicates that the
row is merged with a Zero Row, the request can be serviced without accessing the DRAM, and the
corresponding entry in the read queue will be removed.

4.4.2 DRAM Write Operation in DSM. Servicing write request also involves accessing MTC 1⃝
to obtain the mapping information and state of the accessing row 2⃝. The write request for rows
that are not merged will be serviced with no additional overhead since no update to any DSM
metadata is required in this case. On the other hand, if the write request belongs to a merged
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row, DSM has to copy the content of its R-Row 4⃝ to this row before sending the actual write
request. This operation is necessary to retrieve the previous value of the row since the refreshes
to the merged rows are skipped. We use RowClone [72] to perform this row-copy operation in-
memory, in an attempt to reduce the overhead of this operation. Memory controller does not issue
a RowClone [72] command if the row has been merged into a Zero Row. As a result, no additional
overhead would be incurred in this case. Once the write is done, the Mapping Table entry for the
written row 1⃝ and the corresponding R-Row Counter 5⃝ (for non-zero merged pages) need to be
updated for future accesses.

4.4.3 DRAM Refresh Operation in DSM. DSM allows refreshing a subset of rows in each bank,
based on the state of rows in the system. To be more specific, memory controller uses Refresh
Bitmap to issue refresh commands only for rows that are not merged 8⃝. The Refresh Bitmap is
created from the contents of the Mapping Table on the fly before each refresh interval 7⃝. Since
DRAM refresh command is only issued once in a refresh interval of tREFI, DSM can gather this
bitmap in the background for the next refreshed rows without increasing the refresh operation
duration. DSM collects this information from the corresponding entries of the Mapping Table for
the bank that is going to be refreshed, and stores in a 4KB flip-flop in Refresh Bitmap.

The content of the Refresh Bitmap need to be updated if a write is incurred to one of the rows
populated in the Refresh Bitmap in the background before the refresh is issued. During the refresh
operation, refresh bitmap contents are written to the additional buffer at the refresh address reg-
ister present in the DRAM device. This enables skipping the refreshes to the rows based on the
bit-vector written by memory controller.The additional support we assume to write this bit-vector
to the DRAM substrate is similar to that presented by researchers in [13]. Depending on the type
of refresh employed by the DRAM, that is, either per-bank refresh or all-bank refresh [15, 43], a
refresh command issued by memory controller can refresh DRAM rows within a single bank or
all the banks in a rank. However, since DSM communicates the bit-vector per-bank, in the case of
an all-bank refresh, multiple bit-vectors need to be written to separate private per-bank buffers in
the DRAM device for the refresh module in DRAM to skip refreshes to DRAM rows successfully,
similar to [13] proposal.

4.4.4 Periodic Content Checking. DSM fetches 400 rows that are not merged every five millisec-
onds for potential merging. DSM calculates the checksum value of each row that is fetched for
performing the comparison. It, then, searches for a checksum match in R-Rows checksum cache
in memory controller 5⃝. If DSM finds an R-Row with the same checksum 6⃝, it fetches the corre-
sponding R-Row and checks whether they are same or not, also in memory controller. In case of a
match, DSM proceeds to merge the rows, which involves an update to the Mapping Table 1⃝, and
R-Row Counter Cache 5⃝. In case DSM could not find any match in R-Rows, it searches for a free R-
Row to add this fetched row to R-Rows for potential merges in future. If DSM finds a free R-Row, it
will copy the fetched row to the free R-Row and update the Mapping Table and Counter/Checksum
Array accordingly. Otherwise, DSM fails to merge the fetched row and discards its value.

4.4.5 Replacement Procedure. R-Rows in our hardware are proposed to reduce the performance
overhead of write accesses to R-Rows, and also to reduce the hardware overhead of each Mapping
Table entry. However, since the number of R-Rows is limited, it is more efficient to keep values
in the R-Rows that have higher sharing opportunities. In order to guarantee that R-Rows are not
populated with values that are not frequent, we employ a Replacement Procedure. This procedure
is invoked when the number of free R-Rows in a bank reaches a 𝑇𝑙𝑜𝑤 threshold and continues to
free R-Rows that have low sharing patterns until the number of free R-Rows in the corresponding
bank reaches 𝑇ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ .
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The victim candidates are chosen from the information that is extracted from the R-Row counter
data structure 5⃝. R-Rows with zero counter value are the best candidates for eviction since there
is not any row that is mapped to them and there is no need to modify Mapping Table. Freeing an
R-Row with a non-zero counter needs more caution as the rows(s) that are mapped to this R-Row
have to be copied (via RowClone [72] command) before this R-Row is freed and the Mapping Table
also needs to be updated. Although the counter provides enough information to choose the victim,
we do not have enough information to identify the rows that have been mapped to this R-Row. As
a result, we use refresh intervals to extract this information and perform Replacement Procedure,
as we already fetch the Mapping Table to create the Refresh Bitmap.

5 DISCUSSION
In this section, we touch upon the interactions of DSM with the different software and hardware
components of the overall system.

5.1 Interactions with Cache Coherence
All modern processors employ caches that might contain data in the modified state with respect
to the content in memory. Since DSM architecture performs content similarity based on the data
in DRAM, it is possible that DSM can aggressively merge a DRAM row with another though one
of its cache lines is in the modified state in the cache. This is possible as DSM is unaware of the
modified data in the cache hierarchy. In such scenarios, DSM architecture does not incur any issues
with functional correctness since (i) any load instruction will be served from the recent value in
cache hierarchy (ii) the modified cache line in the cache hierarchy will eventually be written back
to DRAM upon eviction. As a result, if the row that contains the dirty cache block has been merged
prior to the cache block eviction, DSM will unmerge it.

Hence, DSM can pro-actively skip refreshes to rows resulting in a performant and energy-
efficient system without any adverse impact on cache coherence protocols. On the other hand,
prior work [69, 74] have to take into account the data in the cache hierarchy by accessing the
cache multiple times for every cache block in the rows that are being compared. Thus, they con-
sume a lot of cache lookup bandwidth and energy.

5.2 Interactions with KSM
Kernel Same page Merging (KSM) is a software module implemented in hypervisors like VMWare
ESXi and Qemu-KVM [53, 79] that targets de-duplicating memory pages based on the available
free space in the system. Since DSM architecture already performs content similarity and merges
the pages, KSM can potentially leverage the content similarity information from the DSMMapping
Table.

The potential interaction of KSM with DSM is a function of address mapping policies employed
by the hardware to map a physical page to the corresponding memory channel/rank/bank etc. For
example, since DSM maintains the content similarity information at a DRAM row granularity, if
the underlying address mapping policy interleaves across DRAM rows at a page (4KB) granularity,
KSM can readily leverage the content similarity information maintained by the DSM. Thus, KSM
can promptly know which DRAM pages (rows) contain the same content values by reading the
Mapping Table maintained by DSM. Consequently, DSM will have to unmerge the rows that KSM
de-duplicates, which will potentially reduce the number of refreshes skipped by DSM. Thus, DSM
can interact with KSM when the address interleaving across DRAM rows is at page granularity.
However, when the address interleaving across DRAM rows is at a sub-page granularity, KSM
cannot leverage the content similarity information managed by the DSM and will have to perform
the page comparison to understand the content similarity across pages. Therefore, as explained
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Table 1. Important architectural parameters of the modeled system.

Component Parameters
Processor 4 cores, OoO 192-entry window, 8-wide

issue, 32/32 LD/ST queue entries, 3GHz
L1I and L1D 32KB per core, 64-byte cache line,

8-way associative
I-TLB and D-TLB 64 entries per core
L2 256KB per core, 64-byte cache line,

16-way associative
Last-level Cache 4MB shared, 64-byte cache line,

32-way associative
Memory Controller One per channel, 64-entry read queue,

64-entry write queue
Main-Memory 8GB DDR3-1600 (8-8-8), 2 channels,

2 rank per channel, 8 banks per rank
64K rows per bank, 4KB per row

Host and Guest Ubuntu Server 16.04,
QEMU-KVM [12] as hypervisor

DSM 32K R-Rows in memory
32KB Mapping Table Cache (MTC)
4KB Counter Checksum Cache
𝑇𝑙𝑜𝑤 = 32,𝑇ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ = 64

above, DSM will need to unmerge the DRAM rows de-duplicated by KSM, which reduces the
number of skipped refreshes.

5.3 Unallocated Pages
Initially, at bootup time of the system, all rows corresponding to unallocated DRAM rows contain
zero value (for security reasons [44]) as well as Mapping Table. As a result, all rows will merge to
Zero row at bootup, by default and after writes to memory, DSM will unmerge rows, gradually. In
other words, a row in memory will not be refreshed until a write access targeting that row reaches
memory controller. The reduced overhead of refreshing the unallocated rows in our design is a
direct benefit of our design choice to initialize every row to be a Zero row.

Isen et al. [36] uses the semantic directives to remove the overhead of unallocated rows. However,
it only can identify and remove the memory refresh for a subset of what DSM can detect and
eliminate as DSM also detects the zero rows that are allocated, in addition to non-zero values that
DSM identifies. Moreover, Eskimo [36] relies on an ISA modification to convey the information
from the program to the hardware [36], requiring a hardware-software co-design.

6 METHODOLOGY
The server architecture that we model in this work has a 4-core processor and an 8GB main mem-
ory, as described in detail in Table 1. We use Ubuntu Server 16.04 [77] with QEMU-KVM [12] as
the hypervisor in our experiments and run four VM instances. Each VM runs Linux kernel 4.15
and is pinned to a core. We set the size of memory for each VM to 2GB, similar to general-purpose
Linux-based VM instances in Microsoft Azure [59].
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Table 2. Evaluated workloads.

Name Benchmarks
Mix 1 libquantum, mcf, img-dnn, xapian
Mix 2 libquantum, mcf, moses, sphinx
Mix 3 libquantum, img-dnn, masstree, moses
Mix 4 libquantum, img-dnn, silo, sphinx
Mix 5 libquantum, masstree, moses, silo
Mix 6 mcf, img-dnn, sphinx, xapian
Mix 7 mcf, masstree, silo, xapian
Mix 8 mcf, moses, silo, xapian
Mix 9 masstree, moses, img-dnn, sphinx
Mix 10 masstree, silo, sphinx, xapian

Table 3. Workloads description.

Benchmark Description QPS
img-dnn Handwriting recognition application 500
masstree Scalable in-memory key-value store 1000
moses Statistical machine translation 100
silo In-memory transactional database 2000
sphinx Speech recognition system 1
xapian Online search engine 500
libquantum Quantum computer simulator library -
mcf Vehicle scheduling in public transportation -

Moreover, in order to estimate the tail latency improvement of proposed approach, we employ
BigHouse [58] simulator to simulate the queuing systemwith a confidence level of 95%;We use the
calculated IPC in gem5 [14] to determine the service rate of an FCFSM/G/1 queuing system, similar
to [60]. Our assumption about M/G/1 queuing system is aligned with prior work [39, 60, 82].

We also evaluated the area overhead and power consumption of our proposal with CACTI [10].

6.1 Experimental Setup
We implement DSM in gem5 [14] using the technique proposed in [71]. We setup gem5 using the
X86KVMCPUmodel, which runs at native speed and we simulate 4 VMs. We wait till all the 4 VMs
are booted. Then we simulate a combination of Tailbench [40] and SPEC2006 [32] benchmarks in
each VM in X86KVMCPU mode until each core runs at least 250 Billion instructions to reach the
region of interest, after which the caches are warmed up for 100 Million instructions using Out-of-
Order cpus. We simulate and report the results of running 1 Billion instructions on each core. More
specifically, we simulate ten mixes of workloads, described in Table 2 from Tailbench suite [40]
and SPEC2006 [32] in three different configurations.

(i) Baseline: Memory controller refreshes all rows in DRAM.
(ii) DSM: Our proposed solution that reduces memory refresh overheads by detecting same-value

rows and refreshing only the R-Rows and rows that are not merged in DRAM.
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Fig. 7. Normalized performance results.
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Fig. 8. 99th percentile memory access latency improvement with DSM.

(iii) Disabled Refresh: In this configuration, we disable DRAM refresh completely. This configura-
tion gives the best case energy and performance improvements and hence serves as our limit
study.

All gem5 simulations are executed on c8220 machines of CloudLab Servers [24].

6.1.1 Benchmarks: We study six applications from the TailBench suite [40] as they represent tail-
sensitive applications that are usually targeted in servers, as well as mcf and libquantum, two
memory-sensitive applications from SPEC2006 [32]. Table 3 gives a brief overview and Queries
Per Second (QPS) of the applications that we used in our evaluation.

7 EVALUATION
7.1 Performance Improvement Results
DRAM refresh has a negative impact on the performance of the system as it delays servicing
the on-demand memory accesses, thereby stalling the server processor. These stalls pose severe
bottlenecks for latency-critical applications. Figure 7 shows the performance improvement of DSM
over baseline. As can be observed, DSM outperforms the baseline in all benchmarks and improves
the performance by 2.4% on average while the maximum improvements are as high as 4.2% in
Mix 5.

The memory refresh operations stall on-demand accesses to DRAM, and this, in turn, leads to
variable response time from memory. As a result, refresh operations can have a significant impact
on 99th percentile memory access latency. Figure 8 plots 99th percentile memory access latencies
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Fig. 10. Energy consumption results.

for the application programs in our hardware extension. As shown in this graph, our proposed
approach can bring up to 2.01𝑥 reduction in 99th percentile memory access latency. On average,
our design improves 99th percentile memory access latency by 1.86𝑥 .

7.2 Tail Latency Improvement Results
Spikes in the latency of an application could be from different sources [19]. To illustrate the impor-
tance of memory latency and how DSM affects the application tail latency, we simulate a queuing
system for Tailbench suite applications. Figure 9 shows that DSM can improve 99th percentile
latency by up to 8.2% in silo application and 4.4% on average across all tail-latency sensitive appli-
cations.

7.3 Energy Improvement Results
Figure 10 presents the energy consumption results for baseline, DSM and, No Refresh (limit study)
approaches. It can be observed from these results that DSM can reduce the total energy consump-
tion by up to 8.5%, and on average by 6.7%. These energy savings are going to be more signifi-
cant [68] in high-density DRAMs as more cycles are spent refreshing rows as shown in Figure 10.

7.4 Bandwidth Consumption
DSM periodically fetches different rows of memory for page comparison and merges them in case
of a match. As opposed to prior work [53, 69, 74] that drastically consume bandwidth without
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Fig. 11. Bandwidth consumption of DSM.
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Fig. 12. Percentage of rows DSM skips refreshing.

increasing the throughput, DSM slightly increases the bandwidth consumption by up to 0.8 GB/s
in Mix 3 without occupying any of cores in the processor, as illustrated in Figure 11.

7.5 Memory Refresh Skipping Results
As explained previously, DSM leverages content similarity across rows and skips refreshing the
corresponding rows. Figure 12 demonstrates the efficacy of DSM as it presents the percentage of
rows that are skipped refreshing. As can be observed, DSM skips refreshing up to 47.1% of the
DRAM rows in masstree application, whereas, it skips refreshing 45.1% across all the workloads,
on average.

7.6 DSM Content Similarity Results
Thenumber of R-Rows that are allocated in DSM contributes to the required area overhead of DSM,
as it affects the bits required in the Mapping Table entries. Figure 13 plots the number of rows that
a value is repeated in memory. For example, it shows that there are around 10K row values in
memory that are repeated twice in all benchmarks (the second data point in each mix). Moreover,
it also indicates that there is a value in memory that is repeated more than 2000 times in all mixes
(the last data point).The number of row values that are repeated more than once is from 29K to 40K
in each mix (sum of all data points except the first one). This figure also shows that the number of
rows whose values are repeated more than 255 times is 4 out of 29K. As a result, we set the length
of each R-Row Counter to 8-bits and do not map more than 255 rows to any given R-Row. In case
of an overflow, DSM allocates another R-Row for this value to avoid losing the merge opportunity.
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Fig. 13. Distribution of number of times a value is repeated in memory.

Finally, we decided to allocate 32K rows for this purpose to leverage the same-value opportunity
in DSM.
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Fig. 14. Mapping Table Cache hit rate results with varying sizes.
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Fig. 15. Mapping Table Cache hit rate for DRAM reads vs writes.

7.7 Mapping Table Cache Hit Rate Results
The Mapping Table is stored in memory since the size of the Mapping Table is in order of several
Megabytes. To reduce the additional DRAM traffic incurred to fetch the mapping information
from DRAM, DSM design caches the recently accessed Mapping Table entries in a small on-chip
hardware structure referred to as MTC. The size of this MTC plays a crucial role in the overall
performance of our architecture as it governs the additional DRAM traffic incurred to fetch the
Mapping Table information. Figure 14 shows the average on-chip hit rate incurred as a function of
the Mapping Table Cache employed in DSM architecture. As can be observed, on average a 32KB
MTC per channel incurs a hit rate as high as 97.3%. Consequently, we choose 32KB for the MTC
capacity. Furthermore, Figure 15 shows the hit rates inMTC for read vs. write memory requests. As
can be observed, the MTC hit rate is substantially high for both reads and writes, thereby reducing
the mapping traffic to DRAM.

Summarizing the results from Figures 14 and 15, DSM architecture does not incur additional
metadata mapping traffic in the quest of reducing DRAM refreshes.

7.8 DRAM Capacity Sensitivity Results
Figure 16 shows the performance benefit of removing the DRAM refresh overhead for larger mem-
ory capacities in baseline, DSM, and no refresh configurations. DSM architecture achieves 5.5%
and 16.5% on an average for 16GB and 32GB memory sizes, respectively. It can be observed that
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Fig. 16. Performance speedup results with varying DRAM capacities.

skipping the refresh of all the rows improves the performance by 35.6% in a server with 32GB
memory capacity. Thus, DSM incurs more improvements in performance and energy with in-
creased memory capacity as it eliminates refreshes to both non-allocated and similar value content
rows [38, 55, 68].

7.9 Design Characteristics
The DSM’s hardware overheads comprise of two major components, viz., (1) On-chip SRAM struc-
tures, and, (2) Off-chip Storage Overheads.

7.9.1 DSM On-chip Overheads: As explained in Section 4, our DSM architecture employs the fol-
lowing additional hardware structures at every memory controller: (1) 32KBMapping Table Cache
(MTC) (2) a 4KB R-Row counter/checksum array (3) a 4KB Refresh Bitmap. Since these are per-
channel, the hardware on-chip structures required by our DSM architecture is negligible.

7.9.2 DSM Off-chip Overheads: DSM contains 32K R-Rows (details in Section 7.6) that results into
128MB hardware overhead in DRAM. Also, each Mapping Table entry needs 15 bits to maintain
the index of the corresponding R-Row. Consequently, the Mapping Table amounts to 1.875MB
hardware overhead for a DRAM channel with 4GB capacity containing 1M rows. In addition, for
each R-Row, DSM needs a 1-byte counter and a 1-byte checksum that sums up to 64KB. Hence, the
off-chip overhead of DSM in memory is 130MB, which is about 3% of the total DRAM capacity per
channel.

Table 4 illustrates the area overhead and power consumption of different on-chip components
of DSM. As it is indicated in this table, our evaluations with CACTI [10] show that DSM amounts
to 0.236𝑚𝑚2 and 0.023𝑊 area and power overheads, respectively, in high-speed 22𝑛𝑚 technol-
ogy devices. For comparing rows and checksum calculation, we employ an ALU, similar to Page-
Forge [74].

8 RELATEDWORK
We categorize the related work into two areas: (1) Refresh-based Optimization proposals, and,
(2) KSM Optimization proposals.

8.1 Refresh Optimization Proposals
DRAMmemory refresh contributes to a considerable portion of DRAM overheads, and there exists
a wide range of prior works that address this overhead. In this section, we categorize some of these
proposals.
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Table 4. Design characteristics of DSM.

Component Area Power
(𝑚𝑚2) (W)

Mapping Table Cache (MTC) 0.198 0.012
R-Row Counter/Checksum Cache 0.019 0.002
ALU [74] 0.019 0.009
Total 0.236 0.023

8.1.1 Refresh Skipping: This type of memory refresh optimizations tries to remove the refresh of
some rows in memory by leveraging the fact that some regions of memory are not allocated or the
application is error-tolerant.

Isen et al. [36] proposed a scheme that removes the memory refresh for unallocated/freed rows
in DRAM by exploiting program semantics and adding new instructions to ISA to pass the required
information about the region that is allocated or freed from the program to the architecture. DSM
also targets skipping the refresh of non-allocated rows in addition to the same content rows other
than zero without any costly modification to ISA or program.

Researchers in [56] proposed a criticality-aware DRAM refresh skipping mechanism where re-
freshes to the non-critical data are skipped, introducing errors in the execution, as a side effect.
Hence, their scheme is confined to applications that can tolerate errors in the output.This approach
differs from our proposed DSM in that we do not introduce any errors in application execution
due to the lost data integrity caused by refresh skipping. The effectiveness of the flikker [56] is
limited by the amount of non-critical data present in the application program.

Researchers in [29] proposed skipping refreshes to certain rows in stacked DRAM that caches
content from off-chip DRAM.Thus, they targeted the heterogeneousmemory system and proposed
balancing accesses between stacked and off-chip DRAMs by invalidating and skipping refreshes to
data cached in the stacked DRAM. Their proposal of skipping refreshes to stacked DRAM is based
on the fact that stacked DRAM is used as a cache, which implies that off-chip DRAM contains a
copy of valid data. Hence, their scheme does not require any remapping of DRAM rows to other
rows. Also, in their proposal, in scenarios where the refresh skipped (invalidated) data in stacked
DRAM is in the modified state, they incur additional writebacks to off-chip DRAM to ensure the
data integrity in the off-chipDRAM.OurDSMproposal ismuch different compared to their scheme
as we do not target a heterogeneous memory system.

8.1.2 Access-pattern-aware Refresh: There is plenty of work on refresh-aware scheduling in order
to improve the throughput by reducing the conflicts between refresh operations and on-demand
read requests.

Kevin et al. [15] proposed a per-bank refresh scheduling policy that is aware of the requests wait-
ing to be served by memory. Based on the requests waiting for the data to be fetched frommemory,
memory controller issues refreshes to banks that do not have any data waiting to be fetched. This
request-aware per-bank refresh scheduling policy will avert on-demand DRAM request stalls due
to DRAM refreshes.

Kotra et al. [43] proposed a hardware-software co-design scheme which involves changing the
default per-bank refresh scheduling in hardware and exposing it to the system software. In this
work, cognizant of the refresh scheduling policy, the system software performs best-effort sched-
uling of applications on the computing cores such that none of the on-demand requests are stalled
by DRAM refresh.
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8.1.3 Retention-time-aware Refresh: Liu et al. [55] observed that different portions of the DRAM
have different retention times. Consequently, they argued that the number of cells that requires
exact 64ms retention time and lose their data with higher refresh cycles are very small, and this
phenomenon is also true for 256ms retention time. As a result, RAIDR [55] tries to apply different
refresh cycles to different memory rows in the system and reduces the DRAM refresh overheads
by significantly reducing the number of required refresh commands.

Researchers in [68] argued that detecting the accurate retention time for DRAM cells statically is
not feasible. This is due to their observation that some DRAM cells experience variable retention-
times, and RAIDR [55] cannot detect these memory cells and data might be lost in such cases.
Qureshi et al. [68] propose AVATAR to detect such memory cells with variable retention-time
before they incur a hard-error and refresh them faster to avoid failure.

We want to emphasize that, as opposed to our proposal, none of these previously proposed
refresh optimizations perform “same data-aware” refresh skipping to DRAM rows. Our scheme
is complementary to most of the approaches discussed above and is expected to improve both
performance and energy-efficiency further when applied in tandem with these proposals.

8.2 KSM Optimization Proposals
KSM optimizations proposed in the past can be classified into hardware-based, software-based,
and hardware-software co-design-based hybrid approaches.

8.2.1 Hardware-based Approaches: There exist multiple hardware-based approaches to exploit
similar values during execution. Tian et al. [75] proposed and evaluated an LLC de-duplication
scheme that merges cache lines with the same value in the LLC and hence, increases the effective
size of the LLC and improves the performance of the system. In comparison, Cheriton et al. [17]
introduced a content-addressable memory systemwherememory is accessedwith “values” instead
of “addresses”. This approach needs a new programming model to access memory locations. For
accessing memory, processor sends a value to memory and checks whether this value exists in
memory. The paper indicates that the number of different values in memory is lower than the
required capacity of memory in servers so that they can de-duplicate all pages with the same
value to one line.

8.2.2 Software-based Approaches: Xia et al. [80] improved the existing KSM module in the ker-
nel by organizing memory into regions with the possibility of same-value pages in each region
and prioritizing regions with a higher probability of same-value pages for KSM lookups. Their ap-
proach also looks up the whole memory for de-duplication, instead of only VMs allocated memory,
increasing the pressure on TLB even more.

8.2.3 Hybrid Approaches: Lin et al. [52] improved the Linux KSM approach by using a GPU to
accelerate the checksum calculation for detecting these pages and changing the key of the tree
traversal of KSM to the checksum that is calculated by GPU, instead of value. Skarlatos et al. [74]
observed that the KSM is a CPU-consumingmodule because it reads all pages of VMs and compares
them together (this requires lots of CPU cycles). As a result, they forward this computation to
memory controller, and OS asks memory controller to check the potential pages for de-duplication.
Then,memory controller looks at these pages, and if it detects a pair of pageswith the same value, it
informs the OS, which in turn changes the page tables accordingly. Raoufi et al. [69] went one step
further and compared pages in-memory and removed the need to bring a page for comparison from
memory to the processor.Wewant to point out that all such variants of KSM have the performance
overhead caused by TLB shoot-downs.
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Wewant to emphasize that our work is orthogonal to these prior approaches. If desired, it can be
used in conjunction with any of them, except [17], which radically changes the underlying DRAM
substrate.

9 CONCLUSION
Targeting data center virtualized environments, in this paper, we address the scaling problem of
DRAM memories and the high DRAM refresh overhead in dense DRAM devices. To improve the
performance and energy efficiency of virtualized environments, we propose DSM, a hardware
extension in memory controller that detects the DRAM rows with the same content and only re-
freshes one row per each group of rows that contain similar content. DSMmaintains only one copy
of valid DRAM row per value in a content representative rows called R-rows. DSM ensures fetch-
ing correct data by redirecting the accesses to these representative rows by managing remapping
of DRAM rows. DSM leverages these remappings to skip refreshes to rows that contain similar con-
tent. Our evaluation on a four-core processor simulating latency-sensitive Tailbench and SPEC2006
benchmarks used in virtualized environments show that DSM reduces the 99th percentile memory
access latency by up to 2.01x and reduces the energy consumption of memory by up to 8.5%.
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